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Abstract. We define a space of holomorphic functions O1ðU ;EjFÞ on a domain of

holomorphy U of Cn, taking their values in quotient bornological spaces EjF as the

kernel of a sheaf-morphism. We show that if E is a Schwartz b-space and F a Fréchet-

Schwartz b-space, then O1ðU ;EjF Þ and OðU ;EÞ jOðU ;FÞ are naturally isomorphic.

1. Introduction and notation

In studying spectral theory of topological algebras, L. Waelbroeck intro-

duced a class of spaces that he called b-spaces [16], i.e. complete and separate

convex bornological vector spaces in the sense of Hogbe Nlend [9], and he

succeeded in solving some problems related to the new class. To give the

definition of a b-space, we need to recall some definitions.

Let E be a real or complex vector space, and let B be an absolutely convex

set of E. Let EB be the vector space generated by B i.e. EB ¼6
l>0

lB. The

Minkowski functional of B is a semi-norm on EB. It is a norm, if and only

if B does not contain any nonzero subspace of E. The set B is said to be

completant if its Minkowski functional is a Banach norm.

A bounded structure b on the vector space E is defined by a family of

‘‘bounded’’ subsets of E with the following properties:

(1) Every finite subset of E is bounded.

(2) Every union of two bounded subsets is bounded.

(3) Every subset of a bounded subset is bounded.

(4) A set homothetic to a bounded subset is bounded.

(5) Each bounded subset is contained in a completant bounded subset.

A b-space ðE; bÞ is a vector space E with a boundedness b. A subspace F

of a b-space E is bornologically closed if F VEB is closed in EB for every

completant bounded subset B of E:

On the other hand, if U is a domain of holomorphy of Cn, we denote

by OðUÞ the space of holomorphic functions on U endowed with its von
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Neumann boundedness. If E is a b-space, then we define the space of E-

valued holomorphic functions on U as the b-space OðU ;EÞ ¼ limB OðU ;EBÞ
where limB is the bornological inductive limit, EB is the Banach space generated

by B, OðU ;EBÞ is the space of holomorphic functions on U taking their values

in EB and B ranges over bounded completant subsets of E. It is well known

that a function f is holomorphic if it is locally holomorphic, in other words, if

E is a b-space, then Oð:;EÞ is a sheaf which takes its values in the category of

b-spaces.

By using the projective tensor product nq of G. Noël [12], L. Waelbroeck

[17] defined a space of holomorphic functions on a domain of holomorphy

U of Cn, which takes values in a quotient Banach space EjF as the space

OðUÞnq ðEjF Þ ¼ ðOðUÞ n̂npb EÞ j ðOðUÞ n̂npb F Þ where npb is the projective

tensor product in the category of b-spaces [9]. His definition gave a presheaf

and it did not give a sheaf. In 1986, F. H. Vasilescu [14] defined a space of

holomorphic functions on a complex manifold U taking their values in a

quotient of Fréchet space EjF as OðUÞ n̂np ðEjFÞ ¼ ðOðUÞ n̂np EÞ j ðOðUÞ n̂np F Þ
where np is the projective tensor product of Grothendieck [7]. In the general

situation the definition of Vasilescu gives also a presheaf and not a sheaf.

In [6], we tried to define a space of holomorphic functions which must be a

sheaf. For this reason we defined in [6] a new space of holomorphic functions

OðU ;EÞ on a domain of holomorphy U of Cn, valued in a b-space E as the

kernel of the sheaf-morphism q : Eð:;EÞ ! Eð:;EÞnC�n, where C�n is the

space of antilinear forms on Cn.

In this paper, we will extend our results in [6] to the category of quotient

bornological spaces in the sense of Waelbroeck [19]. In this direction, we will

define two spaces of holomorphic functions on a domain of holomorphy U

of Cn, taking their values in a quotient bornological space EjF . The first one

is the space OðU ;EjFÞF limV ðOðVÞeðEjFÞÞ where V ranges over relatively

compact subsets of U and e is the e-product defined in the category q [1] and

the second one O1ðU ;EjF Þ is the kernel of the sheaf-morphism q : Eð:;EjF Þ !
Eð:;EjF ÞnC�n. Oð:;EjFÞ is also a presheaf. But if EjF is a quotient

bornological space such that E is a Schwartz b-space and F is a Fréchet-

Schwartz b-space, we will prove that OðU ;EjFÞFOðU ;EÞ jOðU ;FÞ. Finally,

we will prove that in general, the quotient bornological space OðU ;EjF Þ is

naturally isomorphic to a subquotient of O1ðU ;EjFÞ:
Let us fix some notation and recall some definitions that will be used in

this paper. Let E.V. be the category of vector spaces and linear mappings

over the scalar field R or C, and Ban the subcategory of Banach spaces and

bounded linear mappings.

1- Let ðE; k:kEÞ be a Banach space. A Banach subspace F of E is a

vector subspace endowed with a Banach norm k:kF such that the inclusion
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ðF ; k:kF Þ ! ðE; k:kEÞ is continuous. A quotient Banach space EjF is a vector

space E=F , where E is a Banach space and F a Banach subspace of E.

Given two quotient Banach spaces EjF and E1jF1. A strict morphism

u : EjF ! E1jF1 is a linear mapping u : xþ F 7! u1ðxÞ þ F1 where u1 : E ! E1

is a bounded linear mapping such that u1ðFÞJF1. We say that u1 induces

u. Two bounded linear mappings u1; u2 : E ! E1 which induce a strict mor-

phism, induce the same strict morphism i¤ u1 � u2 is a bounded linear mapping

E ! F1. A pseudo-isomorphism u : EjF ! E1jF1 is a strict morphism induced

by a surjective bounded linear mapping u1 : E ! E1 such that u�11 ðF1Þ ¼ F .

Let EjF be a quotient Banach space and E0 be a Banach subspace of

E such that F is a Banach subspace of E0. Then the natural injection E0 ! E

induces a strict morphism E0jF ! EjF , and the identity mapping IdE : E ! E

induces a strict morphism EjF ! EjE0.

We call ~qqBan the category of quotient Banach spaces and strict mor-

phisms. It is a subcategory of EV and contains the category Ban (any Banach

space E will be identified with the quotient Banach space Ejf0g , and moreover

if u1 : E ! E1 is a bounded linear mapping, then u1 induces a strict morphism

Ejf0g ! E1jf0g and every strict morphism Ejf0g ! E1jf0g is induced by a

unique bounded linear mapping u1 : E ! E1Þ.
The category ~qqBan is not abelian, if E is a Banach space and F a closed

subspace of E. It would be very nice if the quotient Banach space EjF is

isomorphic to the quotient ðE=F Þ j f0g. This is not the case in ~qqBan unless F

is complemented in E.

L. Waelbroeck [18] introduced an abelian category qBan generated by

~qqBan and inverses of pseudo-isomorphims. It has the same objects as ~qqBan.

Every morphism u of qBan can be expressed as u ¼ v � s�1, where s is a pseudo-

isomorphism and v is a strict morphism. For more information about quotient

Banach spaces we refer the reader to [18].

2- In a similar way, we define the category of quotient bornological

spaces. Given two b-spaces ðE; bEÞ and ðF ; bF Þ, a linear mapping u : E ! F is

bounded, if it maps bounded subsets of E into bounded subsets of F . The

mapping u : E ! F is said to be bornologically surjective if for every B 0 A bF ,

there exists B A bE such that uðBÞ ¼ B 0.

We denote by bðE1;E2Þ the space of bounded linear mappings between the

b-spaces E1 and E2. It is a b-space for the following equibounded bounded-

ness: a subset B of bðE1;E2Þ is bounded if the set fuðxÞ : u A B; x A B 0g is

bounded in E2 for all B 0 bounded in E1. And we denote by b the category

of b-spaces and bounded linear mappings. For more information about this

category we refer the reader to [9] and [16].

Let ðE; bEÞ be a b-space. A b-subspace of E is a subspace F with a

boundedness bF such that ðF ; bF Þ is a b-space and bF J bE . A quotient
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bornological space EjF is a vector space E=F , where E is a b-space and F a

b-subspace of E.

Given two quotient bornological spaces EjF and E1jF1, a strict morphism

u : EjF ! E1jF1 is induced by a bounded linear mapping u1 : E ! E1 whose

restriction to F is a bounded linear mapping F ! F1. Two bounded linear

mappings u1; v1 : E ! E1, which induce a strict morphism, induce the same

strict morphism EjF ! E1jF1 i¤ u1 � v1 is a bounded linear mapping E ! F1.

A strict morphism u is a class of equivalence, of bounded linear mappings, for

the equivalence just defined.

The class of quotient bornological spaces and strict morphisms is a

category, that we call ~qq. A pseudo-isomorphism u : EjF ! E1jF1 is a strict

morphism induced by a bounded linear mapping u1 : E ! E1 which is borno-

logically surjective and such that u�11 ðF1Þ ¼ F as b-spaces i.e. B A bF if B A bE
and u1ðBÞ A bF1

Þ.
As in the category ~qqBan, there are pseudo-isomorphisms which do not

have strict inverses. L. Waelbroeck [19] constructed an abelian category q that

contains ~qq such that all pseudo-isomorphisms of ~qq are isomorphisms. For

more informations about quotient bornological spaces, we refer the reader to

[19].

3- A Banach space E is an Ly;l-space, lb 1, if every finite-dimensional

subspace F of E is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace F1 of E such

that dðF1; l
y
n Þa l, where n ¼ dim F1; l

y
n is Kn ðK ¼ R or CÞ with the norm

sup1aianjxij, and dðX ;Y Þ ¼ inffkTk kT�1k : T : X ! Y isomorphismg is the

Banach-Mazur distance of the Banach spaces X and Y . A Banach space E is

an Ly-space if it is an Ly;l-space for some lb 1. For more information

about Ly-spaces we refer the reader to [11].

4- Let E and F be two Banach spaces. A bounded linear mapping

u : E ! F is nuclear if there exist bounded sequences ðx 0nÞn HE 0, ðynÞn HF and

the one ðlnÞH l 1 such that for all x A E we have uðxÞ ¼
Pþy

n¼1 lnx
0
nðxÞyn. A

b-space G is nuclear if all bounded completant B of G is included in a bounded

completant A of G such that the inclusion iAB : GB ! GA is a nuclear

mapping. For more informations about nuclear b-spaces we refer the reader

to [9].

2. Preliminaries

If EjF and E1jF1 are two quotient bornological spaces, we denote by

qðEjF ;E1jF1Þ the quotient bornological space q1ðEjF ;E1jF1Þ j q0ðEjF ;E1jF1Þ,
where q1ðEjF ;E1jF1Þ is the space of f A bðE;E1Þ such that the restriction fjF A
bðF ;F1Þ satisfies the following boundedness: a subset B of q1ðEjF ;E1jF1Þ is
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bounded if it is equibounded in bðE;E1Þ and BjF ¼ f fjF : f A Bg is equibounded
in bðF ;F1Þ, and q0ðEjF ;E1jF1Þ ¼ bðE;F1Þ.

If EjF ; . . . ;EnjFn are quotient bornological spaces, we define by induction:

q1ðEjF ;E1jF1Þ ¼ qðEjF ;E1jF1Þ
and

qnðEjF ; . . . ;En�1jFn�1;EnjFnÞ ¼ qðEjF ; qn�1ðE1jF1; . . . ;En�1jFn�1;EnjFnÞÞ:

The projective tensor product of two b-spaces E and F is the b-space

Enpb F defined as limB;CðEB n̂np FCÞ, where B (resp. C) ranges over bounded

completant subsets of E (resp. F ). The inductive limit is taken in the category

b and EB n̂np FC is the completion of the normed space ðEB nFC ; k kpÞ where
k kp is the projective tensor norm given by the formula

kukp ¼ inf
Xn

k¼1 kxkk kykk : u ¼
Xn

k¼1 xk n yk

n o
:

Recall the definition of the projective tensor product nq of G. Noël [12]

in the category q. Let EjF and E1jF1 be two quotient bornological spaces.

These spaces have a projective tensor product ðEjFÞnq ðE1jF1Þ if a quotient

bornological space E2jF2 exists and a functor isomorphism of sq2ðEjF ;E1jF1; :Þ
with sqðE2jF2; :Þ. The projective tensor product of EjF and E1jF1 is naturally

isomorphic to E2jF2. By G. Noël [12], for all couples of quotient borno-

logical spaces EjF and E1jF1, the projective tensor product ðEjFÞnq ðE1jF1Þ is
defined, and if u : EjF ! E 0jF 0 and v : E1jF1 ! E 01jF 01 are morphisms, then

unq v : ðEjF Þnq ðE1jF1Þ ! ðE 0jF 0Þnq ðE 01jF 01Þ is a morphism. The projective

tensor product nq defines a right exact functor q� q! q.

If X is a set and EjF is a quotient bornological space, G. Noël showed in

[12] that

l1ðX ;EjF ÞF l 1ðXÞnq ðEjF ÞF ðl 1ðXÞ n̂npb EÞ j ðl
1ðXÞ n̂npb FÞ:

The e-product of two Banach spaces E and F is the Banach space EeF of

linear mappings E 0 ! F whose restrictions to the closed unit ball BE 0 of E 0

are continuous for the topology sðE 0;EÞ where E 0 is the topological dual of

E. It follows from the proposition 2 of [15] that the e-product is symmetric

i.e. the Banach spaces EeF and F eE are isometrically isomorphic. If Ei and Fi

are Banach spaces and ui : Ei ! Fi are bounded linear mappings, i ¼ 1; 2, the

e-product of u1 and u2 is the bounded linear mapping u1eu2 : E1eE2 ! F1eF2,

f 7! u2 � f � u 01, where u 01 is the dual mapping of u1. It is clear that u1eu2 is

injective when u1 and u2 are injections. If G and E are Banach spaces and F

is a Banach subspace of E, then GeF is a Banach subspace of GeE. For more

informations about the e-product the reader is refered to [15].
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Recall from [2] that the e-product GeE of a b-space G by a Banach space

E is defined as the b-space 6
B
ðGBeEÞ where B ranges over bounded com-

pletant subsets of the b-space G. If F is a b-subspace in G, the space F eE

is a b-subspace in GeE. Now, if G and E are two b-spaces, the e-product of

G and E is the b-space GeE ¼6
B;C
ðGBeECÞ where B (resp. C) ranges over

bounded completant subsets of the b-spaces G (resp. E).

If U is an open subset of Cn and E is a b-space, the b-space of E-valued

holomorphic functions on U is defined as the b-space OðU ;EÞ ¼ limB OðU ;EBÞ
where limB is the bornological inductive limit and B ranges over bounded

completant subsets of the b-spaces E. Since OðU ;EBÞFOðUÞeEB, we obtain

OðU ;EÞFOðUÞeE.
Also, we recall that for each Banach space E, we have c0eEF c0ðEÞ.

Since the inductive limit is an exact functor, it follows that if E is a b-space,

we have c0eEF c0ðEÞ where c0 is the Banach space of all sequences which

converge to 0.

In [1], we defined the e-product of an Ly-space G by a quotient Banach

space EjF as the quotient Banach space GeðEjF Þ ¼ ðGeEÞ j ðGeFÞ. By Prop-

osition 6.2 of [1], the functor Ge: : b! b is exact, and it follows from Theorem

4.1 of [19], that this functor admits an exact extension Ge: : q! q. This shows

that if EjF is a quotient bornological space, then GeðEjFÞ ¼ ðGeEÞ j ðGeFÞ.
Recall that a Banach space H has the approximation property if the

identity mapping IdH : H ! H belongs to the closure of ðHÞ0nH in the

topology of the uniform convergence on the compact subsets of the Banach

space H.

The following result shows that for nuclear b-spaces, our e-product

defined in [1] is isomorphic to the projective tensor product nq of G. Noël

[12].

Theorem 2.1. Let N be a nuclear b-space and EjF be a quotient

bornological space. Then Gnq ðEjF ÞFGeðEjFÞ.

Proof. If N is a nuclear b-space, then by [9], we have N ¼ limB NB

where each Banach space NB is isometrically isomorphic to the Ly-space

c0. Since each functor NBe: : b! b is exact and the inductive limit limB is

an exact functor on the category b, the functor Ne: ¼ limBðNBe:Þ : b! b is

exact. Now, it follows from Theorem 4.1 of [19], that this functor has an

exact extension Ne: : q! q. Then for every quotient bornological space EjF ,
we have NeðEjFÞ ¼ ðNeEÞ j ðNeFÞ.

On the other hand, since N is a nuclear b-space, it follows from [9] that

NeE ¼ N n̂npb E. Hence NeðEjFÞ ¼ ðN n̂npb EÞ j ðN n̂npb FÞ. Now, by [12], we

have Gnq ðEjFÞ ¼ ðN n̂npb EÞ j ðN n̂npb FÞ. This establishs the result.
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As a consequence, if U is an open subset of Cn, the b-space OðUÞ is

nuclear for its von Neumann boundedness, and then we obtain

OðUÞnq ðEjF ÞFOðUÞeðEjF ÞF ðOðUÞeEÞ j ðOðUÞeF ÞFOðU ;EÞ jOðU ;F Þ.

3. Definition of the presheaf Oð:;EjF Þ

Let U be an open subset of Rn and let CU be the set of all open relatively

compact subsets of U . If V A CU , the space OðVÞ with its von Neumann

boundedness is a nuclear b-space, and then defines an exact functor OðVÞe: ¼
OðV ; :Þ on the category b. If E is a b-space and F is a bornologically closed

subspace of E, the b-space

OðV ;E=FÞ ¼ OðVÞeðE=F Þ
is defined as

ðOðVÞeEÞ=ðOðVÞeFÞ ¼ OðV ;EÞ=OðV ;FÞ.

If W ;V A CU such that W HV , we have a bounded linear mapping

C : OðVÞ ! OðWÞ; f 7! fjW

where fjW is the restriction of f to W . We can show that ðOðVÞÞV ACU
is a

projective system in the category b. If E is a b-space the family ðOðVÞeEÞV ACU
is also a projective system in b, and then has a projective limit in the category

b.

We define

OðU ;EÞ ¼ limV ACU ðOðVÞeEÞ.

Also we define the presheaf Oð:;EjFÞ:

Definition 3.1. Let U be an open subset of Cn and EjF be a quotient

bornological space. Then we define the space of holomorphic functions

OðU ;EjFÞ as the quotient bornological space limV ðOðVÞeðEjF ÞÞ where V ranges

over open relatively compact subsets of U.

It is clear that OðU ;EjFÞ ¼ limV ððOðVÞeEÞ j ðOðVÞeFÞÞ. To prove that

limV ððOðVÞeEÞ j ðOðVÞeFÞÞ ¼ limV ðOðVÞeEÞ j limV ðOðVÞeF Þ, we need to recall

from [3] some definitions.

The boundedness of a Fréchet space has a property that a general

bornology does not have. b-Spaces whose boundedness have this property

were called Fréchet b-spaces in [3].

Definition 3.2. A b-space E is a Fréchet b-space if for all sequences of

bounded subsets ðBnÞn of E, there exists a sequence of positive real numbers ðlnÞn
such that 6

n
lnBn is bounded in E.
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If U 0HU is open, the morphism O1ðU ;EjF Þ ! O1ðU 0;EjF Þ is the projective

limit of the restrictions OðVÞeðEjF Þ ! OðV 0ÞeðEjFÞ with V open, relatively

compact in U , V 0 open, relatively compact in U 0 and V 0HV . It follows that

O1ð:;EjFÞ is a presheaf.

Recall that both Borel and Mittag-Le¿er [10] considered a class of

mappings with a dense range. In [3], we studied this class that we called

‘‘approximatively surjective mappings’’.

Definition 3.3. Let ðE; bEÞ and ðF ; bF Þ be b-spaces. A bounded linear

mapping u : E ! F is approximatively surjective if for each completant bounded

subset B A bF , there exist bounded completant bounded subsets B1 A bF and

C A bE such that BHB1, uðCÞHB1 and for every e > 0, we have B1 H eB1þ
6

M
MuðCÞ.

It is clear that in the Banach case, a mapping is approximatively surjective

if and only if it has a dense range.

For such a class of mappings, we proved in (cf. [3]) a version of Bartle-

Graves theorem.

Theorem 3.4 (cf. [3]). Let u : E ! F be an approximatively surjective

bounded linear mapping between b-spaces and X a compact space. The bounded

linear mapping CðX ; uÞ : CðX ;EÞ ! CðX ;FÞ, f 7! u � f is approximatively

surjective.

Theorem 3.4 is useful to establish the exactness of the projective limit

functor on the category of b-spaces as the following Theorem shows:

Theorem 3.5 [3]. Let ðEnÞ and ðFnÞ be projective systems in the category

of b-spaces such that for each n A N, Fn is a Fréchet b-space which is a

bornologically closed subspace of En. For each n A N, let unþ1 : Enþ1 ! En be

a bounded linear mapping whose restriction vnþ1 ¼ unþ1jFnþ1 : Fnþ1 ! Fn is an

approximatively surjective bounded linear mapping. Then limnðEn=FnÞF
ðlimn EnÞ=ðlimn FnÞ.

As an immediate consequence, we obtain an analogue in the category of

quotients bornological spaces.

Corollary 3.6. For each n A N, let En be a b-space and Fn be a Fréchet

b-space which is a b-subspace of En and let unþ1 : Enþ1 ! En be a bounded linear

mapping whose restriction vnþ1 ¼ unþ1jFnþ1
: Fnþ1 ! Fn is an approximatively

surjective bounded linear mapping. Then limnðEnjFnÞF ðlimn EnÞ j ðlimn FnÞ.

Proof. In fact, the projective limit functor limn is exact on the category

of b-spaces b, hence by Theorem 4.1 of [19], the functor limn admit an exact

extension to the category q. This proves the result.
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If G is a b-space, we denote by Gc the space G that we endow with its

Schwartz boundedness (i.e. a subset A of G is bounded if there exists a

completant bounded subset B of G such that A is compact in the Banach space

GB). The space Gc is a Schwartz b-space. If G is a Schwartz b-space, then

G ¼ Gc.

Our first principal result is the following:

Theorem 3.7. Let U be an open subset of Cn and EjF be a quotient

bornological space such that E is a Schwartz b-space and F is a Fréchet-

Schwartz b-space. Then the quotient bornological spaces OðU ;EjF Þ and

OðU ;EÞ jOðU ;FÞ are naturally isomorphic.

Proof. The set U is not assumed to be a domain of holomorphy of Cn.

Let ~UU ¼ V be its associated domain of holomorphy. In V , each compact

subset L is contained in a compact and holomorphically convex subset of V ,

then V is the union of a sequence of compact subset Kn such that, for each n,

we have Kn H _KKnþ1 and Kn is a holomorphically convex subset of V where
_KKnþ1 is the interior of Knþ1.

It is well known that the Runge Theorem implies that the restriction

OðU ;GÞ ! OðV ;GÞ has a dense range whenever G is a Banach space and V is

holomorphically convex.

On the other hand, let EjF be a quotient bornological space. Since F is a

b-space, the restriction OðKnþ1ÞeF ! OðKnÞeF is an approximatively surjective

mapping. Now, EjF defines the following exact sequence in q:

0! F ! E ! EjF ! 0.

Its image by each exact functor OðKnÞe: : q! q is the following exact sequence:

0! OðKnÞeF ! OðKnÞeE ! OðKnÞeðEjFÞ ! 0.

We obtain then the following infinite commutative diagram:

: : :

: : :

 
��

 
��

 
��

0 ��! OðKnþ1ÞeF ��! OðKnþ1ÞeE ��! ðOðKnþ1ÞeE jOðKnþ1ÞeFÞ ��! 0

 
��

 
��

 
��

0 ��! OðKnÞeF ��! OðKnÞeE ��! ðOðKnÞeE jOðKnÞeF Þ ��! 0

 
��

 
��

 
��

: : :

: : :
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where the rows are exact and the vertical arrows OðKnþ1ÞeF ! OðKnÞeF are

approximatively surjective for each n. Since each b-space Fn is a Fréchet

b-space, it follows from Theorem 2.8 that

limnðEnjFnÞF ðlimn EnÞ j ðlimn FnÞ.

By Theorem 2.7, the bounded linear mapping

CðK ; unþ1Þ : CðK ;Enþ1Þ ! CðK ;EnÞ

is approximatively surjective if K is compact and unþ1 : Enþ1 ! En is an

approximatively surjective mapping. It follows that

CðK; limnðEnjFnÞÞFCðK ; ðlimn EnÞÞ jCðK ; ðlimn FnÞÞ.

Because we assume that each En and Fn has a Schwartz boundedness, it follows

that E ¼6
A
EA ¼6

A
ðEAÞc (resp. F ¼6

B
FB ¼6

B
ðFBÞc) where A (resp. B)

ranges over bounded completant subsets of E (resp. F ) and ðEAÞc (resp. ðFBÞcÞ
is the space EA (resp. FB) with its Schwartz boundedness. The bounded linear

mapping

OðKnþ1;F Þ ! OðKn;FÞ

is then approximatively surjective and therefore

limnðOðKn;EÞ jOðKn;FÞÞ ¼ OðU ;EjFÞFOðU ;EÞ jOðU ;FÞ

and the Theorem 3.7 is proved.

4. The sheaf O1ð:;EjFÞ

To give the definition of the sheaf of holomorphic functions O1ð:;EjF Þ,
we recall that in [4], we defined several sheaves of functions which take the

values in a quotient bornological space EjF , such as, Cð:;EjF Þ, Crð:;EjFÞ if
r A RþnN, Cbð:;EjF Þ, Ceð:;EjFÞ and yð:;EjFÞ. By [1], for every quotient

bornological space EjF , we have FðX ;EjFÞ ¼FðX ;EÞ jFðX ;F Þ where

FðXÞ ¼ CðX Þ;CbðXÞ;CeðXÞ and yðR;woÞ.
In this paper, we need to use the sheaf Eð:;EjFÞ. Recall that the space

of holomorphic functions that L. Waelbroeck [17] defined as Oð:Þnq ðEjF Þ is a
presheaf but not a sheaf. In view of this we defined in [6] another space of

holomorphic functions O1ðU ;EÞ which define a sheaf on the category b. To

extend it to the category of quotient bornological spaces q, we need to recall

first the space EðU ;EÞ when E is a b-space [6].

The elements of EðU ;EÞ are functions f : U ! E such that for all x A U ,

there exist a coordinate neighbourhood Ux of x and a completant bounded
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subset Bx of E such that fjUx
A CyðUx;EBx

Þ. A subset C of EðU ;EÞ is

bounded if for every x A U , there exist a neighbourhood Ux of x and a

bounded completant subset Bx of E such that CjUx
¼ f fjUx

: f A Cg is bounded

in the Fréchet space CyðUx;EBx
Þ. For E ¼ C, one writes EðUÞ instead of

EðU ;CÞ.
By Proposition 2.1 of [6], if u : E ! F is a bornologically surjective

bounded linear mapping between b-spaces, then the bounded linear mapping

EðU ; uÞ : EðU ;EÞ ! EðU ;FÞ, f 7! u � f is bornologically surjective. Hence,

the functor EðU ; :Þ : b! b is exact. Now, Proposition 4.1 of [19] implies that

this functor has an exact extension EðU ; :Þ : q! q. As a consequence, we

obtain

EðU ;EjF ÞFEðUÞeðEjF ÞFEðU ;EÞ jEðU ;FÞ.

Let X be a topological space. We define a category OpenX whose objects

are the open subsets of X such that if Y and Z are open subsets of X such that

ZHY , then a unique morphism iYZ : Z ! Y exists. If KHZHY , then the

composition of the two morphisms iZK : K ! Z and iYZ : Z ! Y is the unique

morphism iYK : K ! Y . The category Open
op
X is the opposite category to

OpenX :

To give the definition of the sheaf of holomorphic functions O1ð:;EjF Þ, we
need the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1. Let X be a topological space. If F1 and F2 are sheaves

Open
op
X ! q and u : F1 !F2 is a morphism of sheaves, then KerðuÞð:Þ is a

sheaf.

Proof. Let U be an open subset of a topological space X . If F1 and F2

are presheaves and u : F1 !F2 is a morphism of presheaves then kerðuðUÞÞ
is the kernel of uðUÞ : F1ðUÞ !F2ðUÞ. If V HU , we have a morphism

KerðuðUÞÞ ! KerðuðVÞÞ i.e. Kerðuð:ÞÞ is a presheaf.

Let GðUÞFKerðuðUÞÞ and let ðUiÞi A I be an open covering of U . For all

i A I , we have a morphism GðUÞ ! GðUiÞ which is the ‘‘restriction morphism’’

given by the structure of the presheaf, and hence we define a morphism

d0ðUiÞ : GðUÞ !
Y

i
GðUiÞ

as the direct product of the restriction morphisms GðUÞ ! GðUiÞ. We shall

need a second morphism

d1ðUiÞ :
Y

i
GðUiÞ !

Y
i; j
GðU VUjÞ.
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To define it, we first observe that Ui ¼6
j
ðUi VUjÞ. Hence we have a

morphism GðUiÞ !
Q

j GðUi VUjÞ, and then the morphism
Q

i GðUiÞ !Q
i; j GðUi VUjÞ:

Instead of looking at Ui, we could consider Uj, Uj ¼6
i
ðUi VUjÞ. We

consider a morphism

GðUjÞ !
Y

i
GðUi VUjÞ

and therefore a morphism

Y
j
GðUjÞ !

Y
i; j
GðUi VUjÞ.

Note that
Q

i GðUiÞ ¼
Q

j GðUjÞ. In this way, we obtain a second morphismQ
i GðUiÞ !

Q
i; j GðUi VUjÞ. The morphism

d1ðUjÞ :
Y

i
GðUiÞ !

Y
i; j
GðUi VUjÞ

is the di¤erence between the two morphisms described above. It is clear that

d1ðUiÞ � d0ðUjÞ ¼ 0.

To prove that KerðuÞð:Þ is a sheaf whenever F1 and F2 are sheaves, we

use a 3� 3 Lemma in [13]. The following diagram

0 0 0???y
???y

???y
0 ���! GðUÞ ���! P iGðUiÞ ���! P i; jGðUi VUjÞ???y

???y
???y

0 ���! F1ðUÞ ���! P iF1ðUiÞ ���! P i; jF1ðUi VUjÞ???y
???y

???y
0 ���! F0;1

2 ðUÞ ���! P iF
0;1
2 ðUiÞ ���! P i; jF

0;1
2 ðUi VUjÞ

is commutative. Since its three columns and its second and third rows are left

exact, the first row is left exact, and then Gð:Þ is a sheaf.

In our definition we shall use the quotient bornological space

EðU ;EjFÞ. For this purpose we first prove that Eð:;EjFÞ is a sheaf.

In fact, if U 0HU , we have a natural morphism EðU ;EjF Þ !
EðU 0;EjFÞ. It is clear that Eð:;EjFÞ is a presheaf.

Theorem 4.2. Let U be an open subset of Cn and EjF a quotient

bornological space. Then the presheaf Eð:;EjF Þ is a sheaf.
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Proof. We must show that the preshef Eð:;EjFÞ is a sheaf. We consider

an open covering ðUiÞ of U . We assume that ð fiÞ is a system with fi A
EðUi;EÞ such that

fijUiVUj
� fjjUiVUj

A EðUi VUj;FÞ.

Using a partition of unity ðjiÞ subordinate to the open cover ðUiÞ of U , we let

f ¼
P

ji fi. We have f ¼
P

ji fi A EðU ;FÞ. In a similar way B is bounded

in EðU ;FÞ if it is bounded in EðU ;EÞ and for every i, the set BjUi
¼

f fjUi
¼ fi : f A Bg is bounded in EðUi;FÞ. In this way the morphism d0ðUiÞ

is monic.

Let x A U , there exists a neighbourhood W of x which meets only a finite

number of supports of the functions ðjiÞ. Consider

fjW � fijW ¼
X

j
jjjW ð fjjW � fijW Þ:

We know that on W , we have

fjW � fijW A EðW ;F Þ:

We wish also to prove that the kernel of d1ðUiÞ is naturally isomorphic

to the coimage of d0. Again the b-space in the definition of the kernel has

as bounded subsets the ranges of mappings W !
Q

i EðUi;EÞ such that the

di¤erences of the restrictions to Ui VUj are bounded in EðUi VUj ;FÞ. The

same construction gives a bounded mapping of W into EðU ;EÞ such that

Ei : gjW � gijW is a bounded mapping from W into EðW ;FÞ. Therefore the

sequence ð0; d0ðUiÞ; d1ðUiÞÞ is left exact, and the presheaf Eð:;EjF Þ is a sheaf.

Now, we are in position to give the definition of the sheaf O1ð:;EjFÞ.

Definition 4.3. Let EjF be a quotient bornological space. The sheaf

O1ð:;EjFÞ is the kernel of the sheaf-morphism q : Eð:;EjFÞ ! Eð:;EjFÞnq C
�n,

where C�n is the space of antilinear forms on Cn and nq is the projective tensor

product in q.

Theorem 4.4. Let EjF be a quotient bornological space such that E is a

Schwartz b-space and F is a Fréchet-Schwartz b-space and let U be an open

subset of Cn. Then the quotient bornological space OðU ;EjFÞ is naturally

isomorphic to a subquotient of O1ðU ;EjFÞ:

Proof. Let V be an open relatively compact subset of U . Since the

b-spaces OðVÞ and EðVÞ are nuclear, then OðVÞeðEjF Þ ¼ ðOðVÞeEÞ j ðOðVÞeFÞ
and EðVÞeðEjFÞ ¼ ðEðVÞeEÞ j ðEðVÞeFÞ. On the other hand, we have an

injection i : OðVÞ ! EðVÞ, and then the morphisms iE : OðV ;EÞ ! EðV ;EÞ
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and iF : OðV ;FÞ ! EðV ;F Þ are injectives such that the restriction of iE to

OðV ;FÞ coincides with iF . Hence the bounded linear mapping iE induces

a strict morphism ðOðVÞeEÞ j ðOðVÞeF Þ ! ðEðVÞeEÞ j ðEðVÞeFÞ. We have to

prove that it is monic. This is equivalent to showing that OðV ;F Þ ¼
OðV ;EÞVEðV ;FÞ where the equality is bornological.

In fact, in one dimension, we use Morera’s Theorem. Let V HC be open

and simply connected and f A OðV ;EÞVEðV ;FÞ. Let zo A V . Then f has a

primitive

FðzÞ ¼
ð
g

f ðtÞdt:

It is continuous, F -valued and of class C 1 as an F -valued function.

It satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann relations. It is holomorphic, F -valued.

Its derivative f is also holomorphic, F -valued. A bounded subset of OðV ;EÞ
which is bounded in EðV ;FÞ is in a similar way bounded in OðV ;FÞ. If V is

not simply connected, it is locally simply connected, and its holomorphy is

local.

Consider f A OðV ;EÞVEðV ;FÞ. Then there exists a completant bounded

subset B of E such that f A OðV ;EBÞ. By Hartog’s Theorem, applied to

holomorphic functions taking their values in the Banach space EB, the function

f is continuous and separately analytic. Hence f A OðV ;FÞ. The same proof

shows that bounded subsets of OðV ;EÞVEðV ;FÞ are bounded in OðV ;FÞ.
Now, as O1ðV ;EjFÞ is the kernel of the sheaf-morphism q : EðV ;EjF Þ !

EðV ;EjF Þnq C
�n, it follows that OðVÞeðEjF Þ is a subquotient of the quotient

bornological space O1ðV ;EjF Þ.
Finally, since OðU ;EjF Þ is the quotient bornological space

limV ðOðVÞeðEjFÞÞ where V ranges over open relatively compact subsets

of U (definition 3.1) and the quotient bornological spaces OðU ;EjF Þ and

OðU ;EÞ jOðU ;FÞ are naturally isomorphic whenever E is a Schwartz b-space

and F is a Fréchet-Schwartz b-space (Theorem 3.7), it follows that the

morphism

O1ðU ;EjFÞ ! OðU ;EjF Þ

is monic because it is the projective limit of the monic morphisms

OðVÞeðEjFÞ ! O1ðV ;EjFÞÞ.
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